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Response to correspondence from PMBH
20 April 2018
Dear Member,
On 20 April 2018, the HSU and members received correspondence from Port Macquarie
Base Hospital management in relation to a meeting held regarding the below matters. In
response to that letter, the HSU’s position is as follows.
ESSU
Regarding the ESSU, the HSU met with members to discuss taking action to oppose
nursing staff cleaning the ESSU while an industrial ban was endorsed by the HSU subbranch at PMBH. As a result of the meeting with PMBH management, the HSU
subsequently met with members to outline the PMBH’s proposed cleaning staff increase
of 1.8FTE for the ESSU. The members resolved to maintain the bans until such a time
that the additional staff are recruited and are on the roster. Once this has occurred, the
bans regarding this matter would be lifted. HSU members have also called upon PMBH
management to outline how the additional resources will be utilised, and have sought a
formal proposal for a trial from the Employer prior to the resources being deployed on the
ground. Additionally, the HSU has called for meetings to be held to discuss allied health
and HAS resources for the enhanced area before the ESSU is opened.
MEDICO-LEGAL POSITION & TRAINEE CODER
Regarding the dispute regarding the medico-legal administration officer in the medical
records unit, the correspondence of 20 April 2018 outlines the HSU’s position that the
AO-4 position be maintained at 1.0FTE. The HSU contends that the AO-2 positions be
recruited to, as the duties are being undertaken by volunteers and should be performed
by paid workers. Further, the HSU contends that the proposed trainee coder position
should be graded as an AO-3, as per Information Bulletin IB 2014_034. The trainee
should be recruited via an internal merit-based recruitment process with the funding for
the position above current staffing establishment within the medical records
department. The HSU has called for the recruitment to the current vacant 0.5FTE admin
officer position. The HSU is aware that PMBH management is liaising with the department
manager about this position.
GENERAL ADMINSITRATION OFFICER REVIEW
The HSU refutes that it agrees to the recruitment of a data entry officer graded AO-2 in
the emergency department as outlined in the correspondence of 20 April 2018. The HSU
contended at the meeting and maintains the position that an administration officer working
in the emergency department must be graded as an AO-3. The HSU holds concerns that
the data entry officer will be utilised to relieve the admin officers in the ED, and as such
perform duties associated with the higher classification. The HSU does not support the
data entry position and calls for this to be repealed, and PMBH to recruit to an AO-3
grading instead.

RENAL UNIT “QUICK ADMIT”
The HSU contends that at the meeting the parties agreed that MNCLHD undertake a
recruitment process for an admin officer position at the Kempsey Hospital Renal
Unit. Further, the HSU called for the MNCLHD to recruit to additional admin staffing based
at PMBH for after hours work, given that the service is running 16 hours a day, six days
per week.
The remainder of the correspondence appears to reflect the meeting accordingly.
In unity,

Gerard Hayes
Secretary, HSU NSW/ACT/QLD

